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The security system presented here has been developed for the Care-Partner system, which is a knowledge-based computerized decision-support system on the World-Wide Web (WWW). The health information protection system for Care-Partner encompasses both organizational and technical dimensions. We summarize here only the technical aspects of it. We found that, among the different techniques for implementing and deploying computer systems over the World-Wide Web (WWW), Java technology provides a global and efficient technical solution. The Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA) and the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) permit to wire tailored security into Java applets and applications.

The security system in Care-Partner is an application-level security system, encompassing the three pillars of a security system, namely authentication, content integrity (encryption) and audit features, and an administrative utility:

♦ **Authentication**: authentication is ensured by the combined use of hardware tokens on the client side, with digital signatures. Two types of digital signatures are provided: by the server, permitting the client to authenticate the server, and by the client.

♦ **Content integrity**: content integrity is solved by encrypting all information transmitted between the client and the server. The Java client is a Java application, running independently from a browser. Here SSL encryption has to be performed at the application level. Similarly, if an applet it runs via a special plug-in (the Java plug-in), SSL encryption is also at the application level. This can be done either by using an additional class, called a SSLSocket (and associated SSLSocket), or the Cipher class from the JDK 1.2 with RSA encryption (which requires an additional class as well).

♦ **Audit**: the Java security manager signals security violations by throwing SecurityException’s. At the application level, these security exceptions are checked and subsequent measures taken. Moreover, auditing is performed at the application level by logging all accesses and modifications made to each field of each database in a Log database.

♦ **Administrative utility**: an administrative utility (Figure 1) has been developed for Care-Partner to map user names, user ID’s, user electronic signatures, roles, patients (identified by their patient ID), database fields and application components.

![Figure 1. Care-Partner’s administrative utility.](image)
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